SUGGESTED WALKING ROUTES – LL.M. - A

SUN PLAN

LL.M./A – HEALY LAWN (LL.M.’s remain at the location of the main ceremony)

RAIN PLAN

LL.M./A – McDonough Arena (L.L.M./A remain at the location of the main ceremony)

HYBRID PLAN

(Main Ceremony follows sun plan; Diploma Distribution sites follow rain plan)

L.L.M./A – MC DONOUGH ARENA

- Facing the stage, exit Healy Lawn to the left
- Walk down the hill past Village A and New South (both will be on the left)
- Turn right when you reach the intersection at the bottom of the road
- Turn left at the intersection between the Southwest Parking Garage and the athletic field
- Follow the road to the front entrance of the Arena on your right

Accessible

- Guests should take one of the shuttles waiting outside the Healy Gates
- The shuttles will drop guests off at the accessible entrance to McDonough Arena